The CELA Conference is the destination for educators and students with an interest in the academic practice of landscape architecture. We are excited to see the landscape architecture community come together again in San Antonio, Texas, March 16-18, 2023.
Honoring the Olmsted Bicentennial at The Cultural Landscape Foundation®

DIGITAL GUIDE TO MORE THAN 300 OLMSTED LANDSCAPES

What's Out There Olmsted is a profusely illustrated digital guide to more than 300 North American landscapes designed by Frederick Law Olmsted, Sr., and his successor firms. Olmsted, Sr. is well known as the co-designer of New York City's iconic Central Park, but his legacy and that of his successor firms is vast. What's Out There Olmsted includes a detailed and illustrated introduction, a searchable database of North American landscapes, and some 100 biographical entries about the Olmsted family and the firm's many employees, consultants, and collaborators.

https://www.tclf.org/olmstedonline

EXPERIENCING OLMSTED – THE ENDURING LEGACY OF FREDERICK LAW OLMSTED'S NORTH AMERICAN LANDSCAPES

"Experiencing Olmsted – The Enduring Legacy of Frederick Law Olmsted's North American Landscapes," from Timber Press, is a richly illustrated 344-page guidebook to 200 sites, authored by TCLF President and CEO Charles A. Dinisbaum, Aleyei A. Levens, and Dena Tase-Walter. Readers will find contemporary and historical photography, original drawings and plans, and descriptions of each space that provide background on Olmsted’s most important contributions.

https://tclf.org/experiencing-olmsted

LANDSLIDE 2022: THE OLMSTED DESIGN LEGACY

Landslide 2022: The Olmsted Design Legacy will focus on landscapes designed by Olmsted, Sr. and his successor firms that are now threatened or at-risk. The more than century-long Olmsted legacy begins in the mid-1850s with the work of Olmsted Sr., and continues with John Charles Olmsted (1855-1920), and Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr. (1870-1957). The report will be complemented by an online exhibition that includes newly commissioned photographs and historical images, site plans, and other archival materials.

https://tclf.org/landslide2022
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Of interest to Landscape Journal readers:

Ecological Restoration 40.2, June 2022
Special Section: Design Approaches to Ecological Restoration

- Designing for Insects and People: Let’s Face the Music and Dance
- Fostering Insect-Human Relationships through Design
- Restitching the Suburban Fringe
  - Commentary: Fireflies as Gateway Bugs to Restitch the Suburban Fringe
- A Matter of Life and Decay: Promoting Insect Habitat in Cemeteries through Use of Deadwood Pavilions
  - Commentary: Deadwood in a Cemetery: Designing to Resurrect Members of the Insect World
- The Death and Life of Ash: Landscape Tactics to Adapt to Invasive Species
  - Commentary: Conserving Forest Habitat for Wildlife: Providing Context to a Landscape Design that Engages the Public in Nonnative Insect Management
- Redesigning Farm Margins and Highway Edges as Butterfly Corridors
- West Indies Blend: Re-Shading New England’s Tobacco Valley to Control Aphids
  - Commentary: Tobacco Pest Considerations are Important to Incorporate in Farm-Scape
- Redesign of a Commercial Cranberry Bog to Promote Bombus Mutualism Design
  - Commentary: Building the Bog for Bees and Berries

Access full issue at: er.uwpress.org/content/40/2.toc
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